
Chroma Quilt Supply List 

60” Circle Throw/16 Tone Swirl 

Register at Not Your Mama’s Quilt Store. 

notyourmamasquiltstore.com 

  

 Chroma quilt is a one-of-a-kind pattern that makes a 60”  
diameter circle quilt. Pieces are cut using printed templates provid-
ed within the pattern, stacked fat quarters and templates placed on 
top, and rotary cut. Then traditional accurate piecing.  Also includ-
ed are coloring pages and continuous bias binding instructions. Class 1- Sorting fabric, coloring 
placement, cutting of templates & fabrics.  Class 2 - Bring sewing machine and stacks of cut 
templates and fabrics for instructions in accurate machine piecing and how to  deal with bias. 
 

Pattern Chroma Quilt by TaraLee Quiltery   $19.99  
Fabrics  

16 Fat Quarters (18” x 21”) 
Backing 72” x 72” (4 yds) 
Binding 200” of BIAS (1/2 Yd) 
Batting 68” x 68” (4 yds or Twin) 
 

Supplies - Class 1 - Sorting and Cutting Fabrics 

Fabrics: Page #1 -  

Rotary Cutter, Mat, Ruler 
Map pencils if you have some to color design 

Rotary Cutter, Mat, Ruler 
Thin Silk Straight Pins 

Scissors  
Pattern Templates: 16 Tone Swirl Option Page #6- Trim 
templates on the black line (FYI, I trimmed 1/4’ away from 
the black line so I could see the black line just outside my 
ruler to rotary cut exactly on the line). Follow the diagram 
to lay out the templates on the fabric stacks and pin through 
all layers.  Now cut the black line off. 
Stack all the templates with circles together  to match circles and tape together. Then pin them on the stack. 
(FYI - I pinned templates through all plies because the glue stuck to the top fabric and the ones underneath want-
ed to move.) Stack up the templates/fabric in each stack in order for sewing.  
 

Supplies - Class 2   Accurate Piecing. 
 Bring Stacks of  Templates and Fabric 

Sewing Machine w/Manual (find stitch length default 2.5  & 4.0 baste) 
Single hole plate for machine, if you have one 

70/10 or 80/12 Machine Needles 

1/4” Foot (for accuracy) 
Neutral top and bottom thread (5 filled bobbins) 
Thin Silk Straight Pins & Pin cushion 

Scissors 

Seam Ripper 
Neutral top and bottom thread (5 filled bobbins) 
We will begin piecing in the center and work out.  I will guide you with hints  for accuracy as most pieces have  
1-4 bias sides which makes them stretchy which is good and bad. Save all your scraps. 
Sharon Wilhelm, Teacher   sharonwilhelm@tx.rr.com  972-424-7792  Cell 972-743-3575 Call if you need help. 

Not Your Mama’s Quilt Store 

 2693 W 15th St #3055 

Plano, Tx 75075 972-612-2641 

info@notyourmamasquiltstore.com 

Dates: 9/21 & 9/23    
OR 

10/25 & 10/27 

Time: 10:30- 4:00 


